Abstract-In order to develop a robot that has a human-like presence, the robot must be given a very human-like appearance and behavior, and a sense of perception that enables it to communicate with humans. We have developed an android robot called "Repliee Q2" that closely resembles a human being; however, the sensors mounted on its body are not sufficient to allow human-like communication due to factors such as sensing range and spatial resolution. To overcome this problem, we endowed the environment surrounding the android with perceptive capabilities by embedding a variety of sensors into it. This sensor network provides the android with human-like perception by constantly and extensively monitoring human activities in a less obvious manner. This paper reports on an android system that is integrated with a sensor network system embedded in the environment. A human-android interaction experiment shows that the integrated system provides relatively human-like interaction.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, research and development has been conducted on humanoid robots [1] , [2] that are capable of interacting with humans in daily life, because many robot tasks that need a human-like presence, namely communication with humans in daily life. A robot equipped with a humanlike presence enables natural human-robot communication, that is, a human can naturally communicate with the robot as if he were communicating with another human. One of the approaches to learning the principles of giving a human-like presence to a robot is to develop a robot that can sense and behave like a human. Developing such a robot will reveal the principle of human-like existence.
In order to develop a robot that can naturally communicate with humans through communication channels [3] , we have to solve the following issues.
• A robot has to be provided with a very humanlike appearance and motion to interact socially with humans[4]D
• A robot has to be provided with perceptional functions to communicate with humans through human communication channels.
However, the degree to which a human-like nature is needed and how much perception is needed in order to realize natural human-robot communication have not yet been revealed. We have been conducting research on these issues to explore T. Chikaraishi is with Graduate School of Engineering, Osaka University, Osaka, Japan. chikaraishi@ed.ams.eng.osaka-u.ac.jp
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Agency, Osaka, Japan. minato@jeap.org H. Ishiguro is with Graduate School of Engineering, Osaka University, Osaka, Japan and ATR Intelligent Robotics and Communication Laboratories, Kyoto, Japan. ishiguro@ams.eng.osaka-u.ac.jp the principles for realizing natural human-robot communication using a robot with a very human-like appearance, which is called an "android" [5] D The android's humanlike appearance must be sufficiently anthropomorphic to elicit a natural interpersonal reaction [6] . Thus studies on the android's a human-like nature in appearance and motion have been conducted and they showed that a human-like presence is realized in short-interaction or interaction with a restricted context [7] . However, the android's system is not yet sufficient to realize a human-like nature in a wider situation because the android's perceptional functions are not implemented or substituted by an experimenter in these studies. In order to clarify the perceptional functions required for natural communication, we try to realize human-like perception with an android.
The communication abilities of robots have been improved by achieving the same perception as humans using builtin sensors(e.g., [8] ). However, built-in sensors have many restrictions on range and resolution, and cause difficult issues for natural communication.
There is a technique for providing perception functions to the environment itself, that is, embedding sensors in environment [9] [10] [11] . Such a system is quite different from a human perception system, but natural communications are possible if the robot pretends to perceive humans even though it actually does not.
In this research, to remove the restriction of built-in sensors and to achieve natural communications with humans, we propose a quite new robot sensor system. This system achieves perception and android action using as many kinds and numbers of sensors as possible including not only sensors embedded in the environment but also built-in sensors. This is called a "sensor network" in this paper. By adding various and efficient sensory system to the android with very human-like appearance, the world's first humanoid robot system can be realized, which can achieve a human-like nature integrating appearance, movement and perception.
The sensor networks give the robot a quite different perceptional modalities from a person's ones. However the modalities are not important for a human-like perception. This means that the system needs to select the sensory information appropriate to the current situation suited for natural communication. For example, human finds where other person is by using vision or audio sensor (e.g., eyes or ear), but most important information for human-like interaction is the position (e.g., situation). Then, in order to facilitate dealing with the situation-dependent information, the system prepares various sorts of motion modules, where each module binds a sensory information with an android's gesture.
This paper reports on the development of the communication system to integrate the sensors embedded in the environment and the android.
In this paper, to show that the system we have developed can achieve natural human-like behavior by an android, an experiment of evaluating impressions is conducted. We focus on a situation in which the android is sitting quietly. This situation has been implemented and evaluated in the previous studies [6] [7] . But these studies did not use sensory information. In order to make the android behavior more human-like, reactive behaviors (e.g., when a person appears, the android turns its head to the person) must be necessary. In the experiment, subjects compare two kinds of the android motion. One is a motion where the android shows reactions based on sensory information, the other is where the android does not depend on sensory information and randomly selects motions.
In this paper, first we explain the hardware composition and software architecture of the system we have developed in chapter II. Next, we report the result of the above-mentioned verification experiment in chapter III.
II. AN ANDROID SYSTEM INTEGRATED WITH SENSOR NETWORKS

A. Hardware composition
In the android's environment, omni-directional cameras, microphones, pan-tilt cameras and floor tactile sensors are arranged. Tactile skin sensors are built into the main body of the android. These sensors are connected to sensor processing computers, and sensory information is transferred between mutually connected computers through TCP/IP (Figure 3 ). In the following, first the specifications of the android are described, then the specifications of each sensor and the sensory information processing are given.
1) Android Repliee Q2: Figure 1 shows the Repliee Q2 android used in this system. To achieve a very human-like appearance, it was made by using a plaster cast of a real human. The skin material is made from silicon rubber for medical treatments, so both the appearance and the feeling of touch is close to that of the man. Each degree of freedom is driven by a pneumatic actuator. The detailed specifications of the android are described in [12] . c) Data processing: When a human is walking, the sensor signal is temporally and spatially discrete. It is difficult to detect the number of persons and their positions simultaneously because the number of activated sensors is not always the same as the number of persons. Murakita et al. [13] proposed a method based on the Markov Chain Monte Carlo Method to track plural persons, solving this intrinsic association problem of the floor sensor.
In this system, we implement this method and track several people using the floor sensor.
3) Omni-directional cameras: a) Main purpose: We installed 8 omni-directional cameras around a front space of the android in order to recognize human gestures in addition to human tracking. b) Hardware: We adopted a VS-C42N-TR (Vstone Co. Ltd.) omni-directional cameras. The imaging range is about 15 degrees to the upper side from the horizontal plane of all azimuths and about 60 degrees downside from the horizontal plane of all azimuths. Eight of these cameras are installed at a level of 1.5 m from the floor surface. c) Data processing: A human tracking and gesture recognition method is proposed with an omnidirectional camera network using a triangulation of omnidirectional cameras and an omni-directional appearancebased model [14] [15] . However, when moving objects exist in the image, the system may not determine a recognition region in the image, because this method employs subtraction images to detect human positions and to determine the recognition region of the image. Therefore, we adjust the floor sensor information for this system. The human region of the image is estimated from the information of the human position obtained from the floor sensor, and the gesture recognition is executed. In this system, gestures results including "bowing" and "indicating a direction" can be recognized.
4) Microphones: a) Main purpose:
In order to recognize human voices, eight omni-directional microphones are installed in the same places as the omni-directional cameras.
b) Hardware: All microphones are connected in parallel to one computer, and the computer extracts voice data for the voice recognition program.
c) Data processing: For voice recognition, a voice signal with as little noise as possible is needed. For that, the system must select the nearest microphone to the human as the sound source based on the human position information obtained from the floor sensors. Next, background noise must be filtered out of the signal obtained from the selected microphone. An existing voice recognition method (MicroSoftSpeechSDK) is applied to the voice signal thus obtained. The recognition grammar can be changed according to the situation.
5) Pan-tilt cameras: a) Main purpose:
The system must know the human face position and direction in order to know the direction the android talk to. b) Hardware: We used EVI-D100 (Sony Co. Ltd.) pantilt cameras. The two pan-tilt cameras are connected to a computer by serial connection, and the computer can control the pan, tilt and zoom functions of the camera. c) Data processing: We implemented a face detection function based on a histogram of the edge image and extracted a skin color image (e.g., [16] ). Cameras are controlled by pan, tilt and zoom functions to keep the detected face region in the center and to keep the same size image. Therefore the face position in three-dimensional space is known from the position of the pan, tilt and zoom functions. The face direction can be selected from three recognition candidates (front, right and left).
6) Skin sensors: a) Main purpose:
The skin sensors detect contact by humans. In all, 42 skin sensors are installed beneath the skin above the knees. b) Hardware: The skin sensors are made of PVDF film. c) Data processing: A value equivalent to the contact force can be obtained by a temporal integration of the output value, because the sensor outputs the value proportional to the transformation speed.
B. Software architecture
The flow of the recognition and the determination of behavior is illustrated in Figure 4 . Eight computers (Pentium IV 3GHz) are used for sensor data processing and motion control. Sensor data processing consists mainly of five parts: gesture recognition, human tracking, voice recognition, face detection, and contact detection. Applying the results of one recognition to another recognition helps increasing recognition accuracy. Each part of sensor processing part outputs the following information.
• Gesture recognition: Gestures of each person and human IDs.
• Human position tracking: Positions of each person and human IDs
• Voice recognition: Recognized word sequence.
• Face detection: Face position in three dimensional space and face direction.
• Contact detection: Touched body part and strength of external force. The android's motion is treated by module units gathering time-series command values for each degree of freedom and voice data. In this paper, we call packages of a motion "module" and a branching condition processes "events". In an event, first the motion is executed, then the following motion is selected based on the result of sensor processing. Additionally we make a script that describes the steps of the procedure of the events. We call this a "scenario". An event includes a module to execute, sensor data processing to identify the situation after the module executes and the following event ID selected by that recognition result.
When the scenario is pointed out in the android control computer, a control program is sequentially executed. The procedure is as described below. 1) Obtain the information of an event.
2) Execute the motion described and play the voice sound file. 3) Obtain the result of the recognition from the sensor processing that is pointed to. If voice recognition is pointed to, a grammar ID is transferred to the voice recognition module. According to the result of the recognition, following ID of the ID will be decided according to branching condition. 4) Back to (1) . The event limits the candidates of recognition and the proper sensor for the recognition. That increases the recognition accuracy of each sensor data processing part.
The scenario is described in XML for non trained programmers.
III. GENERATION OF NATURAL IDLING MOTION AND EVALUATION
The ReplieeQ2 android realized a human-like presence in short-term and restricted interactions [6] , [7] . In this section, in order to prove the effectiveness of the system, experiments are conducted. The experiments show that the human-like nature is improved by the information of a sensor network. The existing study [7] evaluated the human-like nature of an android without sensory information, but sensory information could improve its human-like nature. Therefore, we prepared situation where subjects come close to an idling android, and evaluated the impressions of the android's behavior in that situation. Two impressions of human-like presence were compared. One is the impression where the android's reactions were generated based on sensory information, and the other is the impression of idling motion without sensory information, i.e., the same as the existing study [7] . The idling motion is a motion where the android stays quietly sitting and stares around or stares at something according to the surrounding situation.
A. Basic concept of generating idling behavior
The idling behavior does not contain reactive behaviors which we strongly expect in contrast to behaviors in situations in which the android interacts with persons. However, behaviors completely selected in random manner could not give a human-like nature to the android. In order to make subjects feel the human-like nature from the android, it is necessary to design the android's behavior which makes the subjects easily believe the android has intentions or mental states. For that, existing studies show that it is necessary to construct mental states for the robot. For example, Miwa et al. [17] constructed a mental model integrating a conscious model. This model allows a robot to clearly select a stimulus (sensor input) among several stimuli not randomly. Adding a reason to the selection of a stimulus from several stimuli enables a robot to show a more human-like reactions. Breazeal et al. [18] mentioned that the emotional expression of a robot makes interaction with humans more complex and richer.
In this study, we observe a quietly sitting actual person and construct a mental model to present a relationship between the situation of the surroundings and a mental state. The mental state is a state of emotion, including fear and terror. A basic motion module of the android in a neutral mental state were made. For example, a motion following the eyes of the other person and a motion of looking down. Some basic motion modules were made and these modules were executed randomly while the neutral mental state continued. Next, sub-scenarios were constructed for each mental state. When the mental state of the android changed, the sub-scenario is executed which corresponds to the mental state, and then the android shows a reaction for the sensor input.
Basic motion modules, a mental state model, and motion modules of sub-scenarios were made based on observations of quietly sitting persons and reports of them.
B. Observation of quietly sitting humans
Observation was conducted in a place enclosed by curtains or walls. We took a video of the motions of a quietly sitting person and the motions of a person in his/her surrounding area by a video camera. An experimenter instructed the subject to sit in a chair and stay sitting for 20 minutes. This was subject B. The experimenter instructed another subject to act freely for 20 minutes while looking at subject B within the 2.0 m×2.0 m area. This was subject A. After the observation, subjects B gave their impressions of subjects A in order to construct a mental state model. The subjects gave as many impressions of things in these 20 minutes as they could remember.
C. Construction of basic motion modules
The behavior of subject A is illustrated in Figure 5 . As a result of this observation, the six common motions from two subjects shown below were obtained. These motions were defined as basic motion modules for the android, because they are frequently seen in a quietly sitting humans.
• Look toward the direction that subject A looks.
• Look toward subject A a few times with only eye movements and as few body movements as possible.
• Look at subject A a few times.
• Look toward the front so as not to see subject A.
• Look down to the ground.
• Keep looking at subject A (following subject A).
D. Construction of mental state model
The answers of the impression of subject B show that the impressions depend on the position of subject A. In addition, an experimenter orally asked impression of subject B accordingly and the experimenter was behind the curtain. We thus classified the mental states based on behavior and position of subject A. This classification is not mapped based on all motoion of subjects A, but mapping is made based on experimenter's observation and following reasons. Table I denotes these classes. This is the mental state model. The positions of subject A are classified in Figure 6 . The first column of Table I denotes the position IDs of subject A illustrated in Figure 6 . The second column denotes the behavior of subject A in the position indicated by the first column. The third column denotes the feeling of subject B for the behavior of subject A. The fourth column denotes the emotion of subject B, which is the origin of the mental state. The emotions are defined based on the emotional model of Plutchik [19] . Each emotion is defined by the reasons below.
• Disgust: In the impression questionnaire, subject B reports "hate to be stared at and want it to stop" and "feeling of pressure". We assume the disgust is caused because it is an emotion meant to remove a harmful thing.
• Acceptance: In the impression questionnaire, they report "do not care so much because subject A does not pay attention to me". We assume the acceptance is caused because it is an emotion meant to accept the current situation without feeling comfort or discomfort.
• Fear: In the impression questionnaire, they report "feels painful to be stared at". We assume the fear is caused because it is an emotion under a situation of pain, destruction or surprise.
• Apprehension: Fear is caused because they report a feeling of discomfort to be stared at or to be in a very close place. They report that subject A has something to say. The anticipation is caused because it is an emotion under a situation of looking for the purpose. Therefore we assume the intermediate between two states of Pluichik's model, apprehension, is caused.
• Interest: Surprise is caused because they report "caring about the direction that subject A is facing" in the impression questionnaire. It is an emotion under a situation where the other person's purpose is not known to be beneficial or not, or whether it is pleasant or not. Acceptance is caused because they tried to accept subject A's action. Therefore, we assume the intermediate between two states of Pluichik's model, interest, is caused. The mental state of a quietly sitting person is modeled based on the position of the surrounding person and his/her behavior. In order to generate the android's mental state, we use this model by replacing the subject B with the android. Employing the sensor networks we developed, the position and behaviors can be obtained more robustly than systems that use built-in sensors on the robot body.
E. Construction of sub-scenarios of each mental state
The sub-scenarios for each mental state are defined based on the observation of subject B. A mapping between these sub-scenario and mental state was made based on experimenter's subjective observation of subjects B. According to the mental state, the frequency of blinking, speed of blinking, and speed of eye movements changed as emotional reactions. Each value in the basic motion module is defined below.
• Frequency of blinking (BF) is once every 2∼3 sec.
• Speed of blinking (BV) is 0.3∼0.5 sec from eyes closing to opening. For example, when the case of the frequency of blinking is twice as high as basic motion, it is described as "BF×2"
Sub-scenario of acceptance: Look at a person. BF×1CBV×1CEV×1.
Sub-scenario of fear:
Look at a person.
BF×3CBV×1CEV×2D
Sub-scenario of disgust: Look at a person when he/she is near (i.e., 2 and 5 in Figure 6 ). Look down at the ground when a person is far (i.e., 8 
and 11). BF×1CBV×2CEV×1D
Sub-scenario of interest: Glance at a person when he/she is in a far place (i.e., 7, 9, 10 and 12). Look forward of the direction where a person looks when he/she is near (i.e., 1∼6) (Two patterns: right and left). BF×3CBV×1CEV×2D
Sub-scenario of apprehension: Glance at a person when he/she is walking while watching the android. Look down at the ground when a person is walking in a far place (i.e., 7∼12) without watching the android or when a person is looking somewhere at a far place (i.e., 8 and 11). BF×3CBV×1CEV×2D
F. Recognition of a person's behavior and decision of the android's behavior
The scenario of the android's behavior in a quietly sitting state is constructed based on the mental state model and subscenarios we constructed. The process for recognizing the behavior of subject A in Table I is illustrated in Figure 7 . As mentioned in section II-B, a recognition of the situation (i.e., in this case, recognition of the person's behavior) is executed in each module. When the behavior of a person cannot be recognized, the mental state is assumed to be neutral (Figure 7) . When a mental state is caused, a subscenario is executed accordingly. After each sub-scenario is executed, the mental state continues neutral in some steps without shifting to another state in order to avoid the same motion from being executed in the sub-scenario.
Motion modules are manually made with motion-making software. Thus, the idling motion scenario is made describing these procedures in XML. networks was conducted. The subjects evaluated the subjective human-like nature when took action around the android in an idling state. We also placed the android in idling motion without sensory information to compare. In this idling state, the android chose and repeated random motions among 15 kinds of motion module including "do nothing particular", "look around" and "sleepy motion". In this experiment, each subject evaluated the human-like nature of the android in both conditions. We predicted that the android that shows reactive behaviors owing to the sensory information gives more human-like nature even in the situation where there is no obvious communication between the subject and the android.
2) Experimental procedure:
The experiment was conducted in the environment illustrated in Figure 8 . Each subject was in the two conditions below.
• Random condition: The subject acted for 3 minutes near the android with randomly selected motions.
• Sensor condition: The subject acted for 3 minutes near the android with motions selected by scenario. The subjects were instructed before the experiment started: they were to act freely around the android and evaluate how human-like the android was. After participating the experiments in these two conditions, the subjects evaluated humanlike nature of the android in each condition. The evaluation was on a scale of -3∼3. A free-answer questionnaire about the impression of the android was also conducted. The order of the two conditions was changed for each subject. This was to counterbalance the order of the conditions. There was a one minute interval between the first condition and the second condition.
3) Result of experiment: Each subject only walked around the android, and did not touch or talk to the android. Most of the subjects exhibited a behavior of walking close to the android or staying at a distance from it and they looked to be interested. Their behaviors shown in Figure 8 . Some subjects fixed their eyes on the android almost without moving. In addition, some of them waved their hand or extended their hands toward the android's face. They tried to confirm whether the android recognized them or not.
The average scores for the evaluating of the human-like nature of the android for the random condition and sensory condition are depicted in Figure 9 (a). Error bars are used to indicate the standard deviation of each evaluation value. A ttest showed that there was no significant difference between the average values.
In order to avoid an order effect, we compared the evaluation values of the first-presented conditions. The number of subjects that were presented with the random condition first (R-S group) was 8, and the number of subjects that were presented with the sensor condition first (S-R group) was 8. The average scores of this evaluation are depicted in Figure 9 (b). A t-test showed that there was (p < 0.05) statistical significant difference between the average values. This result indicates that the android can present a humanlike nature using reactions based on a mental state with the information of sensor networks.
This section describes the order effect. The result above indicates the possibility that the first-presented condition affected the second-presented condition. Data were thus split into two groups (i.e., the S-R group and the R-S group) in order to discuss the order effect. The average of the evaluation for each group is depicted in Figure 10 . A twoway analysis of variance on two factors consisting of the experimental condition and the experimental order was carried out. There was no significant interaction between these two factors. However, Figure 10 shows that the subjects of the R-S group tended to change their evaluations between the random condition and the sensor condition but the subjects of the S-R group tended to almost never change their evaluation between the conditions. This indicates that the android's human-like behavior in the early period of interaction is important to the impression of human-like nature. Therefore, we can make the following hypothesis. In the early period of interaction, a high accuracy of the recognition process is necessary to produce a human-like behavior of the android. Once the android gives impression of the human-like nature to the subject, it can be kept for a while even the accuracy of recognition becomes worse.
H. Discussion
We built a mental state model based on the observation of two subjects in this experiment but this is only one example for a mental state model. Sensor networks allow us to realize human-like reactions by the android, but more studies are required: which relationship between the elements (e.g., sensor-mental state, mental state-behavior) affect the human-like nature. This mental state model should be more objective because it is constructed based on observations of the experimenter. As some methods for constructing human emotion models have been proposed (e.g., [20] ), it is possible to construct a more objective mental state model using these methods.
In this experiment, different motion modules were used in the sensor condition and the random condition. Therefore, the differences in the evaluation of the impression for each condition were possibly not produced by reactions based on sensor information, they were possibly differences in the evaluation of the modules themselves. However, as the subjects of the S-R group almost never changed evaluation of both conditions, we can assume that the evaluation for the human-like nature of the motion module in the random condition did not a obtain low score. However, to clarify this point, it is needed to compare the sensor condition and the random condition using the same motion module. This experiment indicated that reactions based on a mental state model using interpersonal distance and positional relationship can help to achieve a human-like nature in the android, but did not reject the possibility of achieving the same human-like nature by using only built-in sensors. However, compared with built-in sensors (e.g., vision sensors), floor sensors can obtain human position and positional relationship more robustly (e.g., floor sensors can obtain position data from the position of an activated sensor, and has no occlusion problem). From this point of view, we can estimate that the system integrated with sensor networks is more effective for achieving a human-like nature in the android compared to a system with only built-in sensors.
The order effect of this experiment indicates that the impression of a human-like nature depends on the context of the interaction. Once a person evaluates that the android is human-like, the impression keeps for a while even the android does not behave according to the sensory information.
In other words, this fact suggests that the interaction context from a rich sensor network information can help to maintain the human-like nature of the android even if the accuracy of recognition is partially changed or omitted. The method for selecting the required sensor information based on the context requires more investigation.
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed a system that integrates an android and sensor networks in order to achieve natural communication with humans by maintaining human-like nature of the android. An android control system and computer networks for processing a large number of sensors are integrated into a system. In addition, a software system developed that obtains sensor information and describes the android's behavior in XML. This study successfully constructed the world's first humanoid robot system that can achieve a human-like nature by integrating appearance, movement and perception. Configuring the idling behavior of the android as an example problem indicated that the developed system is effective for achieving a subjective human-like nature in an android.
In order to achieve a subjective human-like nature in an android in communication, it is not necessary to implement abilities equivalent to humans, including the ability to exercise and perceive. The result of the experiments in this paper suggest that reactions for a human-like presence are efficient for achieving the subjective human-like nature in an android in communication. Studies on the minimum required abilities to exercise and perceive for achieving a humanlike nature, i.e., a boundary condition of natural interaction, should indicate the principles of natural communication. The system we built in this paper will allow us to tackle issues focusing on appearance, motion and perception simultaneously, although such studies have not started yet. In other words, this system can be a new test bed for cognitive science, and some research approaches in cognitive science used robots for experiments.
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